
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Small jails should not have to pay high prices on prescription medications just because they’re not large 
enough to have a contract with a correctional pharmacy provider. Unfortunately, and all too often, jails with an 
average ADP of 150 or less are paying more at retail pharmacies than they should to fill prescriptions needed 
for inmates. If this is happening at your jail, InMedRx has a solution that can save you significant money. 

 
Introducing a Small Jail Pharmacy Card program to help reduce the cost of medications. 

With InMedRx, jails can use our pharmacy card at virtually any retail pharmacy to get the same medications 
being purchasing today—but at a discounted rate. We’ve negotiated prescription drug costs on behalf of 
thousands of facilities nationwide so that we can deliver savings that are unavailable on a single jail basis. 

In addition to saving money and keeping your pharmacy spend local to your community, this product does 
not require any modification to your current process. It’s as easy as taking your insurance card to the 
pharmacy! 

 
How the InMedRx program works: 

 
Medication Needed Pharmacy Visit Billing & Reporting 

 Jail admits a new inmate, 
or an existing inmate has a 
health event 

 Jail contacts doctor or takes 
inmate to the doctor and 
doctor writes a prescription to 
use at the pharmacy 

 Officer visits pharmacy to 
pick up the medication 

 Instead of paying cash, the 
officer presents the jail 
pharmacy card 

 Pharmacist provides 
medication and processes 
the claim with InMedRx at a 
discounted rate 

 Jail Pharmacy Card triggers 
a claim in our system for 
discounted pricing 

 Twice a month, InMedRx 
sends an invoice to the 
Sheriff’s office 

 InMedRx provides detailed 
monthly reporting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Get started with us today: 
Call or email our Vice President of Sales, 
Mark Parker, for a savings estimate at 
919-282-6392 or mparker@inmedrx.com 

 

*All you need is a list of drugs you filled over the last six 
months to year with the drug name, NDC, strength, quantity 

day supply and cost. Don’t have that detail? That’s’ okay, we 
can share average savings numbers for a jail your size. 

 
 

 

 
You can get started in less than two weeks, here’s how: 

Analyze Savings: Provide InMedRx with a historic claims file, invoices, or receipts, if available* 
Execute Contract: Join the group of InMedRx correctional facility partners 
Set-up Program: InMedRx will send you facility-specific cards and add you to our systems 
Program Launch: Start using the cards when you visit the pharmacy 
Measure Savings: There are NO fees charged to the facility up-front or annually. InMedRx will share in 
the savings realized from our pharmacy network. Any savings we deliver will enable you to deploy that 
money to other programs. 
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